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where rν and H(z) are respectively the comoving distance
and the Hubble parameter, as functions of z or equivalently
ν, calculated using the background cosmological model with
no peculiar velocities. Also, ρHI/ρ̄H is the ratio of the neutral
hydrogen to the mean hydrogen density, and v is the line of
sight component of the peculiar velocity of the HI, both
quantities being evaluated at a comoving position x = rνn.
The optical depth (eq. 3) is typically much less than unity.

The quantity of interest for redshifted 21 cm observa-
tions, the excess brightness temperature redshifted to the
observer at present is

δTb(n, z) =
T (τ ) − Tγ

1 + z
≈ (Ts − Tγ)τ

1 + z
(4)

It is convenient to express the excess brightness tem-
perature as δTb(n, z) = T̄ (z) × ηHI(n, z) where

T̄ (z) = 4.0 mK(1 + z)2
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depends only on z and the background cosmological param-
eters, and

ηHI(n, z) =
ρHI

ρ̄H
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is the “21cm radiation efficiency” (1− Tγ/Ts) ρHI/ρ̄H intro-
duced by Madau, Meiksin & Rees (1997), with the extra
velocity term arising here on account of the HI peculiar ve-
locities. We refer to ηHI as the “21 cm radiation efficiency
in redshift space”. This varies with position (x = rνn) and
redshift, and it incorporates the details of the HI evolution
and the effects of the growth of large scale structures. We
also introduce η̃HI(k, z), the Fourier transform of ηHI(x, z),
defined through

ηHI(n, z) =

'

d3k
(2π)3

e−ik·rνnη̃HI(k, z) . (7)

and the associated three dimensional power spectrum
PHI(k, z) defined through

⟨η̃HI(k, z) η̃∗
HI(k

′

, z)⟩ = (2π)3 δ3
D(k − k

′

) PHI(k, z) (8)

where δ3
D is the three dimensional Dirac delta function.

When discussing radio interferometric observations, it
is convenient to use the specific intensity Iν instead of the
brightness temperature. In the Raleigh-Jeans limit δIν =
[2 kB/λ2

e(1 + z)2] × δTb = Īν × ηHI where

Īν = 2.5 × 102 Jy
sr
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The quantities T̄ and Īν are determined by cosmological
parameters whose values are reasonably well established. In
the rest of the paper, when required, we shall use equations
(5) and (9) with (Ωm0, Ωλ0, Ωbh

2, h) = (0.3, 0.7, 0.02, 0.7) to
calculate T̄ and Īν . The crux of the issue of observing HI
is in the evolution ηHI which is largely unknown. We shall
discuss a possible scenario in the next section, before that we
discuss the role of ηHI in radio interferometric observations.

We consider radio interferometric observations using an
array of low frequency radio antennas distributed on a plane.
The antennas all point in the same direction m which we

take to be vertically up wards. The beam pattern A(θ) quan-
tifies how the individual antenna, pointing up wards, re-
sponds to signals from different directions in the sky. This

is assumed to be a Gaussian A(θ) = e−θ2/θ2
0 with θ0 ≪ 1

i.e. the beam width of the antennas is small, and the part of
the sky which contributes to the signal can be well approx-
imated by a plane. In this approximation the unit vector n

can be represented by n = m + θ⃗, where θ⃗ is a two dimen-
sional vector in the plane of the sky. Using this δIν can be
expressed as

δIν(n) = Īν

'

d3k
(2π)3

e−i rν (k∥+k⊥·θ⃗)η̃HI(k, z) (10)

where k∥ = k ·m and k⊥ are respectively the components of
k parallel and perpendicular to m. The component k⊥ lies
in the plane of the sky.

The quantity measured in interferometric observations
is the complex visibility V (U, ν) which is recorded for ev-
ery independent pair of antennas at every frequency chan-
nel in the band of observations. For any pair of antennas,
U = d/λ quantifies the separation d in units of the wave-
length λ, we refer to this dimensionless quantity U as a
baseline. A typical radio interferometric array simultane-
ously measures visibilities at a large number of baselines and
frequency channels. Ideally, each visibility records a single
mode of the Fourier transform of the specific intensity distri-
bution Iν(θ⃗) on the sky. In reality, it is the Fourier transform

of A(θ) Iν(θ⃗) which is recorded

V (U, ν) =

'

d2θA(θ⃗) Iν(θ⃗) e−i2πU·θ⃗ . (11)

The measured visibilities are Fourier inverted to de-
termine the specific intensity distribution Iν(θ⃗), which is
what we call an image. Usually the visibility at zero spacing
U = 0 is not used, and an uniform specific intensity distribu-
tion make no contribution to the visibilities. The visibilities
record only the angular fluctuations in Iν(θ). If the spe-
cific intensity distribution on the sky were decomposed into
Fourier modes, ideally the visibility at a baseline U would
record the complex amplitude of only a single mode whose
period is 1/U in angle on the sky and is oriented in the direc-
tion parallel to U. In reality, the response to Fourier modes
on the sky is smeared a little because of A(θ), the antenna
beam pattern, which appears in equation (11).

We now calculate the visibilities arising from angular
fluctuations in the specific intensity excess (or decrement)

δIν(θ⃗) produced by redshifted HI emission (or absorption)
against the CMBR. Using eq. (10) in eq. (11) gives us

V (U, ν) = Īν

'

d3k
(2π)3

a(U − rν

2π
k⊥)η̃HI(k, z)e−ik∥rν (12)

where a(U) the Fourier transform of the antenna beam
pattern A(θ)

A(θ) =

'

d2U e−i 2πU·θ⃗ a(U) . (13)

For a Gaussian beam A(θ) = e−θ2/θ2
0 , the Fourier transform

also is a Gaussian a(U) = πθ2
0 exp

(

−π2θ2
0U2

)

which we use
in the rest of this paper.

In equation (12), the contribution to V (U, ν) from dif-
ferent modes is peaked around the values of k for which
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where rν and H(z) are respectively the comoving distance
and the Hubble parameter, as functions of z or equivalently
ν, calculated using the background cosmological model with
no peculiar velocities. Also, ρHI/ρ̄H is the ratio of the neutral
hydrogen to the mean hydrogen density, and v is the line of
sight component of the peculiar velocity of the HI, both
quantities being evaluated at a comoving position x = rνn.
The optical depth (eq. 3) is typically much less than unity.
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is the “21cm radiation efficiency” (1− Tγ/Ts) ρHI/ρ̄H intro-
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velocity term arising here on account of the HI peculiar ve-
locities. We refer to ηHI as the “21 cm radiation efficiency
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length λ, we refer to this dimensionless quantity U as a
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hydrogen density δH, dark matter density δDM, and spin
temperature as [1]

δTbðr;zÞ¼ T̄ðzÞ
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where μ ¼ cos θ and θ is the angle between the line of sight
and k-mode. The second term inside the third brackets
arises due the peculiar velocity of HI gas. In the above
equation, we neglect the fluctuations in xHI as including it
shall result in the addition of a term proportional to
x̄m ðzÞð1 − Tγ

T̄s
Þ, which is Oð10−5Þ in the redshift range of

interest. The HI 21-cm power spectrum PTb
ðk; zÞ can be

directly linked to the dark matter power spectrum Pðk; zÞ as
follows,

PTb
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where δH ¼ bðk; zÞδDM. bðk; zÞ significantly differs from
unity at redshift range and scales of our interest [3,13] and
impacts our results. This quantity has been calculated using
CLASS software [21–23]. Apart from the mean quantities
and the underlying DM power spectrum, the HI 21-cm
power spectrum depends on fluctuations in the spin temper-
ature through s, which is related to fluctuations in the kinetic
temperature and coupling coefficient [see Eq. (7)]. This tells
us that fluctuations in the kinetic temperature g, which is
caused by inhomogeneous CMBRheating of gas, ultimately
affect theHI 21-cmpower spectrum.Wediscuss this in detail
in the subsequent section.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the redshift evolution of fluctuations in
the kinetic temperature (g), spin temperature (s) at k ¼
0.1 Mpc−1 and fluctuations in ionization fraction (m ) at
k ¼ 0.1 Mpc−1 and k ¼ 1.0 Mpc−1 respectively. These
quantities are set to zero at very high redshift as they
are highly coupled to the CMBR and thus expected to have
negligible initial fluctuations. In order to solve Eqs. (5)
and&amp;amp; (6), we first obtain δH as a function of
redshift z at different k-modes from the CLASS software
[21,22] and then compute 1

δHðk;zÞ
∂δHðk;zÞ

∂z , which is essentially

the same as 1
δHðr;zÞ

∂δHðr;zÞ
∂z . Initially, at higher redshifts, the

photoionization plays a major role in determining the
ionization fraction x as the CMBR temperature is higher
and coupled to the gas temperature. However, the recombi-
nation process starts dominating at z≲ 1200 over the
photoionization, and, therefore, m → −1. This means

places with higher gas density have lower ionization
fraction because the recombination rate, which is propor-
tional to the gas density, is higher there. As the redshift
further decreases, expansion of the Universe plays a
significant role in determining m , and as a consequence,
m → 0 at later redshifts. Figure 2 also compares the
evolution of m obtained directly from CLASS [21] soft-
ware (by taking the ratio of fluctuations in ionization
fraction δx and baryon density δH) with the same calculated
using Eq. (6) for two k-modes 0.1 and 1.0 Mpc−1, and they
agree with each other quite well. Reionization due to stellar
sources starts at redshift z ∼ 15 in the model considered in
CLASS, which leads to the deviation in m observed at
redshift z≲ 15.
Next, we find that g, the redshift evolution parameter of

linear fluctuations in the gas kinetic temperature, is con-
siderably impacted by the inclusion of fluctuations in the
ionization fraction, particularly at redshifts z ≲ 300. In
general, g is effectively zero at redshifts z≳ 300 when Tg is
highly coupled to Tγ . It starts to increase from redshift z ∼
300 and tends to a value 2=3 as redshift decreases—a
condition for a gas expanding purely adiabatically.
However, as we discussed above, the ionization fraction
is inhomogeneously distributed. As a result, the CMBR
heating of gas, which depends on ionization fraction x [see
Eq. (4)], becomes inhomogeneous, too. Places with higher
gas density, which have a lower ionization fraction, are less
efficient in transferring heat from the CMBR to gas.
Consequently, higher density places, which normally have
higher gas kinetic temperatures (g > 0), will be negatively
impacted by the inclusion of the inhomogeneous CMBR
heating caused by the inhomogeneous ionization fraction.
This fact is manifested in Eq. (5), which contains

FIG. 2. This plot shows the redshift evolution of m ðzÞ, gðzÞ, and
sðzÞ in situations when the effect of the inhomogeneous CMBR
heating of gas is considered [m ðzÞ ≠ 0% and not considered
[m ðzÞ ¼ 0%. m ðzÞ has been shown for two k-modes. The quantity
δx=δHCLASS

, which is essentially the same as m ðzÞ, has been
calculated using CLASS software.
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T⇤ = hp⌫e/KB = 0.068 K where hp is the Planck’s constant, ⌫e= 1420 MHz is the frequency
corresponding to 21 cm radiation and KB is the Boltzmann constant. The expression for ⌧21 is
given as

⌧21 =
3hpc

2
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(4)

where A10 is the Einstein coe�cient for spontaneous emission, nHI is the number density of neu-
tral Hydrogen, a(z) is the scale factor, r is the comoving distance. The differential brightness
temperature �Tb is an observable quantity. The observational front faces two big challenges -
one technological and other theoretical modelling of the quantity. The theoretically challenging
part is to find an expression for �Tb in terms of redshift z. It is also given by the expression
(Furlanetto et al., 2006)
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where xHI is the neutral fraction of hydrogen relative to the total hydrogen nuclei number
density, �b is the fractional over-density in baryons, T� is the brightness temperature of the
background source i.e., CMBR & v, the velocity along the line of sight. If fluctuations in neu-
tral Hydrogen number density nHI , Gas temperature (Tg), Spin temperature (Ts), fractional
ionization (x) is taken into account then the expression for fluctuations in the CMBR di↵er-
ential brightness temperature can be written as (Bharadwaj and Ali (2004))
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where

T̄ = 2.67⇥ 10�3 K
⌦bh

2

0.02

(1 + z)1/2

⌦1/2
m0h

(7)

and �H is the fluctuation in the number density of neutral Hydrogen (nHI) and s is a quantity
associated with fluctuation in Spin temperature. It will be defined more formally in section
7. Loeb & Zaldarria (2003) proposed that brightness temperature fluctuation are produced
due to HI inhomogeneity that are the combined e↵ect of (1) fluctuations in spin temperature,
and (2) fluctuations in the HI optical depth, both of which are due to density perturbations.
Bharadwaj and Ali (2004) reported that peculiar velocities has a major role to play in deter-
mining the optical depth.

It is seen from equation 2 that �Tb is non-zero only when the Spin temperature Ts deviates
from background CMBR temperature. This is not the case for fluctuation in CMBR bright-
ness temperature as seen from equation 6. It can be non-zero even if T� = Ts provided s is
non-zero. It is important to know on what factors does the Spin temperature depend. This re-
search addresses the problem of finding a precise quantification of the differential brightness
temperature and its fluctuation, taking into account every possible and significant contribu-
tion. Although, we have not examined the contribution of peculiar velocity in this research.
Neglecting the peculiar velocity term in above expression, we can find an expression relating
the Power spectrum of fluctuation in differential brightness temperature PTb

(K) to Power
spectrum of the fluctuation in the dark matter density P (K) as follows

PTb
(K)

P (K)
= T̄

2
⇣
1� T�
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+ s
T�

T̄s

⌘2

(8)

4

δTb(n, z) = ¯δTb(z) + ΔδTb
(n, z)

ρHI(n, z) = ρ̄HI(z)(1 + δH(n, z))

Ts(n, z) = T̄s(z)(1 + s(z)δH(n, z))

Tg(n, z) = T̄g(z)(1 + g(z)δH(n, z))

x(n, z) = x̄(z)(1 + m(z)δH(n, z))

First order perturbations

Ionization fraction

Gas kinetic temperature

Spin temperature

Hydrogen density

Differential brightness temperature
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Spin temperature

T−1
s =

T−1
γ + xαT−1

g + xcT−1
g

1 + xα + xc

Connection with other quantities

xc =
T*C10

Tγ A10
, C10 − Collisional de − excitation rate

Collisional coupling co-efficient

Lyman     coupling co-efficientα

xα =
T*Pα

10

Tγ A10
Pα

10where          is the transition rate from triplet to singlet due to WF coupling

Pα
10 can be connected to the total Lyman alpha scattering rate           asPα

Pα
10 =

4
27

Pα

Finally, 

xα =
16π2T⋆e2fα
27A10Tγmec

SαJα

where,      is the background Lyman      background flux  Jα α
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S↵ being a correction factor of the order of unity and J↵ is the average Lyman-
↵ flux that is present at the background. We can then present a simple model
for the evolution of spin temperature.

First, we model the source emissivity which is the number of photons
emitted per unit comoving volume per unit proper time per unit frequency
at redshift z0 and frequency ⌫

0
n
. It is given as:

✏(⌫, z) = ✏b(⌫)
⌦b

mp⌦m

d

dt

Z
f?(M, t)Mn(M, t)dM

We can analyze this expression by each term. n(M, t) represents the comoving
number density of halos at proper time t per unit mass i.e. it is the di↵erential
halo mass function dN

dM
. When we multiply it with M , it gives the total mass

of the halos under consideration each with mass M . Then integrating it over
the full mass range gives the total mass of all the halos present at that redshift
z. The factor ⌦b

mp⌦m
gives the number of baryons present for that halo mass

and f?(M, t) is the fraction of baryons that have been converted to stars.
Thus di↵erentiating it w.r.t. to t, we obtain the star formation rate (SFR)
and in e↵ect, number of photons emitted by those baryonic matter. ✏b(⌫) is
the number of photons emitted per baryon.

Next having modelled emissivity, we are in a position to model the Lyman-
↵ flux, i.e. J↵. This is also given by a simple model:

J↵ =
(1 + z)2

4⇡

1X

n=2

frecycle(n)

Z
zmax

z

c✏(⌫ 0, z0)

H(z0)
dz

0

Since ✏(⌫, z0) is the emissivity that is number of photons emitted per
unit proper time per unit comoving volume and per unit frequency, its time
integral represents the number of photons emitted within that time interval
which have been converted to appropriate redshift interval (z and zmax). The
factor c

4⇡ converts, number density of photons to flux. Finally the term,
frecycle(n) represents the probability that a higher Lyman series photon (say
a Lyman-n photon which excites H atom to the nth excited state) is absorbed
by the H atom and subsequent cascading to the ground energy level emits a
Lyman-↵ photon. zmax is the maximum redshift, from which a photon with
frequency ⌫ within Lyman-(n+1) and Lyman-n series, may enter into Lyman
resonance and get absorbed by the H atom. Thus zmax(n) is given by

1 + zmax(n) = (1 + z)
[1� (n+ 1)�2]

[1� n�2]

The sum in the expression for J↵ is carried out over all possible nth energy
states of H atom, but in practice a few number would su�ce.

8

Source emissivity

               - number of photons per unit comoving volume per unit proper time per unit frequency 
range at redshift z’ and frequency nu’ 

M - mass of dark matter halo. 

n(M, t) - comoving number density of halos at proper time t per unit mass  

                  -  fraction of baryons that have been converted to stars  

        - proton mass 

            - number of photons emitted per baryon  

f*(M, t)
mp
ϵb(ν)

ϵ(ν, z)
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the full mass range gives the total mass of all the halos present at that redshift
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gives the number of baryons present for that halo mass

and f?(M, t) is the fraction of baryons that have been converted to stars.
Thus di↵erentiating it w.r.t. to t, we obtain the star formation rate (SFR)
and in e↵ect, number of photons emitted by those baryonic matter. ✏b(⌫) is
the number of photons emitted per baryon.
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Since ✏(⌫, z0) is the emissivity that is number of photons emitted per
unit proper time per unit comoving volume and per unit frequency, its time
integral represents the number of photons emitted within that time interval
which have been converted to appropriate redshift interval (z and zmax). The
factor c

4⇡ converts, number density of photons to flux. Finally the term,
frecycle(n) represents the probability that a higher Lyman series photon (say
a Lyman-n photon which excites H atom to the nth excited state) is absorbed
by the H atom and subsequent cascading to the ground energy level emits a
Lyman-↵ photon. zmax is the maximum redshift, from which a photon with
frequency ⌫ within Lyman-(n+1) and Lyman-n series, may enter into Lyman
resonance and get absorbed by the H atom. Thus zmax(n) is given by
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Eq. (4) with that from the RECFAST code [19] and find
excellent agreement. We also find that at lower redshifts
z≲ 750, C becomes unity and the photoionization term
becomes negligible compared to the recombination term in
the ionization equation (4). As a consequence, the ioniza-
tion fraction x is essentially determined by the recombi-
nation and expansion rate of the Universe at later redshifts.
Heating of gas due to transfer of heat energy from the
CMBR is very efficient at higher redshifts due to higher
CMBR temperature and free electron (or gas) density.
This keeps Ts coupled to Tγ at redshifts z≳ 300. As the
Universe expands adiabatically, both the free electron
density and the CMBR temperature decrease, and the
CMBR heating of gas becomes less effective in maintain-
ing the gas temperature close to the CMBR temperature.
Consequently, Tg starts to decouple from the CMBR and
falls below Tγ at redshifts ≲300 and eventually scales as
ð1þ zÞ2 at redshifts z≲ 30. It means that the effects of the
CMBR heating of gas remains up to redshifts z ∼ 30. The
spin temperature Ts remains coupled to Tg up to redshifts
z≳ 100 through HI-HI, HI-electron, and HI-proton colli-
sions with the first one dominating over other two during
the redshift range of our interest (30≲ z≲ 300). As the HI
gas density and Tg decrease, collisions gradually become
inefficient. Meanwhile the radiative coupling of Ts with Tγ

takes over at later redshifts. Consequently, Ts starts to
decouple from Tg at redshift z≲ 100 and tends toward the
CMBR temperature.

III. FLUCTUATIONS IN DIFFERENTIAL
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE AND IMPACT

OF INHOMOGENEOUS CMBR HEATING

Radio interferometric experiments are sensitive to the
spatial fluctuations in the 21-cm differential brightness
temperature. The linear perturbation theory is adequate to
quantify the fluctuations in the 21-cm signal at large scales
during dark ages. It can be seen from Eq. (1) that the
fluctuations in the HI differential brightness temperature
are a combination of fluctuations in baryon density, spin,
and CMBR temperature. The spin temperature fluctuations
arise mainly due to the fluctuations in the gas kinetic
temperature and collisional coupling xc.
The fluctuation in baryon density is essentially the

same as that in hydrogen density, δHðr; zÞ ¼
nHðr;zÞ−n̄HðzÞ

n̄HðzÞ
.

Fluctuations in Tg, x, and Ts are defined as Tgðr; zÞ ¼
T̄gðzÞ½1þ δgðr; zÞ&, xðr;zÞ¼ x̄½1þδxðr;zÞ&, and Tsðr; zÞ ¼
T̄sðzÞ½1þ δsðr; zÞ& respectively. The hydrogen density fluc-
tuations, which trace the underlying dark matter (DM)
density with a bias factor, essentially lead to fluctuations in
all the above quantities. Thus, we relate fluctuations in
these quantities to the hydrogen density fluctuations as
δg ¼ gðr; zÞδH, δx ¼ m ðr; zÞδH, and δs ¼ sðr; zÞδH. Note
that all δ s, g, m , and s are, in general, functions of spatial

coordinates r and redshift z but we do not show that
explicitly hereafter. Using Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtain
equations for calculating redshift evolution parameters
of linear fluctuations in gas kinetic temperature (g) and
ionization fraction (m ) as

∂g
∂z ¼

!
2

3
− g

"
1

δH

∂δH
∂z þ 32σTT4

oσSB
3m ec2Ho

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ωm 0

p ð1þ zÞ3=2

×
x̄

1þ x̄

$
Tγ

T̄g
g − m

!
Tγ

T̄g
− 1

"%
ð5Þ

and

∂m
∂z ¼ −

m
δH

∂δH
∂z þ C̄

HðzÞð1þ zÞ

$
ᾱe n̄H x̄

×
!
δC þ δα

δH
þ 1þ m

"
− β̄ee−hpνα=kBT̄g

×
&
m
x̄
þ ð1 − x̄Þ

x̄

!
δC þ δβ

δH
þ g

hpνα
kBT̄g

"'%
: ð6Þ

δi is the first order perturbation term in the ith quantity

(i ¼ α, β, C), where δα ¼ ∂αe
∂Tg

T̄g

αeðT̄gÞ
δg, δβ ¼ ∂βe

∂Tg

T̄g

βeðT̄gÞ
δg and

δC ¼ 1
C̄ ð

∂C
∂Tg

T̄ggþ ∂C
∂x x̄m þ ∂C

∂nH n̄HÞδH. Note that Eq. (5) is

the same as Eq. (25) in Ref. [14] and Eq. (6) in Ref. [20] but
represented differently. Equation (6) is equivalent to
Eq. (30) of Ref. [14] and Eq. (3) of Ref. [20] if we neglect
the photoionization term βe and take C ¼ 1, which are true
for low redshifts. We ignore fluctuations in the CMBR
temperature as it is found to be smaller compared to others
in the redshift range of our interest. We note that the
quantity δH traces the dark matter density distribution at
large scales and lower redshifts. In these situations, the
quantity 1

δH
∂δH
∂z reduces to −1

1þz. However, we do not make any

such assumption and explicitly calculate the quantity 1
δH

∂δH
∂z

for different k-modes.
We use Eq. (2) and find the redshift evolution parameter

of linear fluctuations in the spin temperature as

s ¼ xc
1þ xc

$
g
T̄s

T̄g
−
!
T̄s

T̄g
− 1

"&
1þ g

dðlnKHH
10 Þ

dðlnTgÞ

'%
: ð7Þ

We note that Eqs. (5) and (6) are coupled; i.e., the
fluctuations in the fractional ionization and the kinetic
temperature influence each other and eventually affect the
fluctuations in spin temperature. This is due to the fact that
the heating rate increases with the ionization fraction.
Consequently, places with higher ionisation fraction will
have higher kinetic temperature.
The spatial fluctuations in the HI differential brightness

temperature, defined as Tbðr; zÞ ¼ T̄bðzÞ þ δTbðr; zÞ, are
shown to be directly dependent on the fluctuations in
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Fluctuations in spin temperature s(z)

make the heating of gas inhomogeneous. This contributes
to the fluctuations in the gas kinetic temperature and,
consequently, in the spin temperature. The effect has been
included earlier [13,14]. However, the focus was only at
redshift ∼50 where the effect was found to be negligible
on the large scale HI 21-cm power spectrum. Here, we
investigate and quantify, in detail, the impact of the effect
on the HI 21-cm power spectrum over a large redshift range
30≲ z≲ 300. We adopt a simple analytical approach
which clearly explains roles of various physical processes
leading to the effect. We use cosmological parameters
ðΩm0;ΩΛ0;Ωb0h2;hÞ¼ ð0.3;0.7;0.02;0.7Þ, consistent with
recent Planck measurements.

II. BASIC 21-CM SIGNAL AND EVOLUTION
OF MEAN QUANTITIES

The differential brightness temperature of HI 21-cm spin
flip transition with respect to the CMBR temperature at
redshift z can be written as [15]

Tb ≈ T̄ð1þ δbÞ
!
Ts − Tγ

Ts

"!
HðzÞ
1þ z

1

dvk=drk

"
; ð1Þ

where T̄ ¼ 27 mK xHIðΩb0h2

0.023Þð
0.15
Ωm 0h2

1þz
10 Þ

0.5. xHI, δb, and Tγ

are the hydrogen neutral fraction, fractional over density in
baryons, and background CMBR brightness temperature
respectively. The term dvk=drk is the gradient of proper
velocity of HI gas along the line of sight. The spin temper-
ature Ts is defined by the relation n1

n0
¼ g1

g0
e−T%=Ts , where n1

and n0 are the number densities of ground state HI in triplet
and singlet states respectively and g1 and g0 are the
respective degeneracies with g1

g0
¼ 3. T%¼

hpν21cm
kB

¼0.068K.
During the dark ages, Ts is mainly governed by two
processes: (i) collisional coupling with the gas kinetic
temperature Tg and (ii) radiative coupling with background
CMBR. Therefore, the spin temperature during this epoch
can be written as [16]

T−1
s ¼

!
xcT−1

g þ T−1
γ

1þ xc

"
; ð2Þ

where xc ¼ T%C10=A10Tγ is the collisional coupling coef-
ficient. A10 is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous
emission. C10 ¼ KHH

10 nHI is the collisional deexcitation rate
of HI from the triplet to singlet state due to HI-HI collisions.
nHI is the number density of the neutral hydrogen atom.
We do not consider the HI-electron and HI-proton collisions
as they are expected to play negligible roles in the
redshift range of our interest. We use the fitting formula

KHH
10 ¼ 3.1 × 10−17T0.357

g e−
32
Tg m3 s−1 given inRef. [12]. The

redshift evolution of the gas kinetic temperature can be
described by [9]

∂Tg

∂z ¼
2Tg

1þ z
−

32σTT4
oσSB

3m ec2Ho
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ωm0

p ðTγ − TgÞð1þ zÞ3=2 x
1þ x

;

ð3Þ

where σT, σSB, and x ¼ ne=nH are the Thomson scattering
cross section, Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and fractional
ionization respectively. Here, we assume nH ¼ nHI þ nHII
and nHII ¼ ne, assuming helium to be fully neutral. We see
that the evolution of Tg is determined by two processes:
(i) adiabatic cooling of HI gas due to the Universe’s
expansion (first term, rhs) and (ii) heat flow from the
CMBR to gas through its interaction with free electrons
(second term, rhs). Note that Tg depends on the fractional
ionization x, which, at any redshift, is determined by the
interplay between recombination and ionization processes.
The ionization fraction x can be calculated at any redshift z
before reionization using the equation [10]

dx
dz

¼ C
HðzÞð1þ zÞ

½αex2nH − βeð1 − xÞe−hpνα=kBTg '; ð4Þ

where C ¼ 1þKΛð1−xÞnH
1þKðΛþβeÞð1−xÞnH

is the probability of a hydrogen
atom at the first excited state jumping to the ground state
without exciting an adjacent ground state atom,Λ ¼ 8.3 s−1

is the two photon 2s → 1s transition rate, K ¼ λ3α
8πHðzÞ

accounts for redshifting of Lyα photons due to the
Universe’s expansion, hpνα ¼ 10.2 eV, and αe and βe are
the hydrogen recombination and photoionization coeffi-
cients respectively. Both quantities αe and βe depend on Tg,
and we use the functional forms given in Refs. [17,18].
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the CMBR (Tγ), spin

(Ts), and gas kinetic temperature (Tg) with redshift. Note
that the gas kinetic temperature [Eq. (3)] and ionization
equations [Eq. (4)] are coupled and need to be solved
together. We compare the solution for x obtained from

FIG. 1. This plot shows the evolution of Tg, Ts, and Tγ with
redshift z.
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Gas kinetic temperature evolution with redshift 

Evolution of fluctuations (1st order) in the gas kinetic temperature with redshift 

Eq. (4) with that from the RECFAST code [19] and find
excellent agreement. We also find that at lower redshifts
z≲ 750, C becomes unity and the photoionization term
becomes negligible compared to the recombination term in
the ionization equation (4). As a consequence, the ioniza-
tion fraction x is essentially determined by the recombi-
nation and expansion rate of the Universe at later redshifts.
Heating of gas due to transfer of heat energy from the
CMBR is very efficient at higher redshifts due to higher
CMBR temperature and free electron (or gas) density.
This keeps Ts coupled to Tγ at redshifts z≳ 300. As the
Universe expands adiabatically, both the free electron
density and the CMBR temperature decrease, and the
CMBR heating of gas becomes less effective in maintain-
ing the gas temperature close to the CMBR temperature.
Consequently, Tg starts to decouple from the CMBR and
falls below Tγ at redshifts ≲300 and eventually scales as
ð1þ zÞ2 at redshifts z≲ 30. It means that the effects of the
CMBR heating of gas remains up to redshifts z ∼ 30. The
spin temperature Ts remains coupled to Tg up to redshifts
z≳ 100 through HI-HI, HI-electron, and HI-proton colli-
sions with the first one dominating over other two during
the redshift range of our interest (30≲ z≲ 300). As the HI
gas density and Tg decrease, collisions gradually become
inefficient. Meanwhile the radiative coupling of Ts with Tγ

takes over at later redshifts. Consequently, Ts starts to
decouple from Tg at redshift z≲ 100 and tends toward the
CMBR temperature.

III. FLUCTUATIONS IN DIFFERENTIAL
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE AND IMPACT

OF INHOMOGENEOUS CMBR HEATING

Radio interferometric experiments are sensitive to the
spatial fluctuations in the 21-cm differential brightness
temperature. The linear perturbation theory is adequate to
quantify the fluctuations in the 21-cm signal at large scales
during dark ages. It can be seen from Eq. (1) that the
fluctuations in the HI differential brightness temperature
are a combination of fluctuations in baryon density, spin,
and CMBR temperature. The spin temperature fluctuations
arise mainly due to the fluctuations in the gas kinetic
temperature and collisional coupling xc.
The fluctuation in baryon density is essentially the

same as that in hydrogen density, δHðr; zÞ ¼
nHðr;zÞ−n̄HðzÞ

n̄HðzÞ
.

Fluctuations in Tg, x, and Ts are defined as Tgðr; zÞ ¼
T̄gðzÞ½1þ δgðr; zÞ&, xðr;zÞ¼ x̄½1þδxðr;zÞ&, and Tsðr; zÞ ¼
T̄sðzÞ½1þ δsðr; zÞ& respectively. The hydrogen density fluc-
tuations, which trace the underlying dark matter (DM)
density with a bias factor, essentially lead to fluctuations in
all the above quantities. Thus, we relate fluctuations in
these quantities to the hydrogen density fluctuations as
δg ¼ gðr; zÞδH, δx ¼ m ðr; zÞδH, and δs ¼ sðr; zÞδH. Note
that all δ s, g, m , and s are, in general, functions of spatial

coordinates r and redshift z but we do not show that
explicitly hereafter. Using Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtain
equations for calculating redshift evolution parameters
of linear fluctuations in gas kinetic temperature (g) and
ionization fraction (m ) as

∂g
∂z ¼

!
2

3
− g
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∂δH
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and
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∂z ¼ −

m
δH
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δC þ δα
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δi is the first order perturbation term in the ith quantity

(i ¼ α, β, C), where δα ¼ ∂αe
∂Tg

T̄g

αeðT̄gÞ
δg, δβ ¼ ∂βe

∂Tg

T̄g

βeðT̄gÞ
δg and

δC ¼ 1
C̄ ð

∂C
∂Tg

T̄ggþ ∂C
∂x x̄m þ ∂C

∂nH n̄HÞδH. Note that Eq. (5) is

the same as Eq. (25) in Ref. [14] and Eq. (6) in Ref. [20] but
represented differently. Equation (6) is equivalent to
Eq. (30) of Ref. [14] and Eq. (3) of Ref. [20] if we neglect
the photoionization term βe and take C ¼ 1, which are true
for low redshifts. We ignore fluctuations in the CMBR
temperature as it is found to be smaller compared to others
in the redshift range of our interest. We note that the
quantity δH traces the dark matter density distribution at
large scales and lower redshifts. In these situations, the
quantity 1

δH
∂δH
∂z reduces to −1

1þz. However, we do not make any

such assumption and explicitly calculate the quantity 1
δH

∂δH
∂z

for different k-modes.
We use Eq. (2) and find the redshift evolution parameter

of linear fluctuations in the spin temperature as

s ¼ xc
1þ xc

$
g
T̄s

T̄g
−
!
T̄s

T̄g
− 1

"&
1þ g

dðlnKHH
10 Þ

dðlnTgÞ

'%
: ð7Þ

We note that Eqs. (5) and (6) are coupled; i.e., the
fluctuations in the fractional ionization and the kinetic
temperature influence each other and eventually affect the
fluctuations in spin temperature. This is due to the fact that
the heating rate increases with the ionization fraction.
Consequently, places with higher ionisation fraction will
have higher kinetic temperature.
The spatial fluctuations in the HI differential brightness

temperature, defined as Tbðr; zÞ ¼ T̄bðzÞ þ δTbðr; zÞ, are
shown to be directly dependent on the fluctuations in
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Ionization equation at redshift z<700

dx
dz

=
αex2nH

(1 + z)H(z)

Evolution of fluctuations (1st order) in the ionisation fraction with redshift 

dm
dz

= − m
dlnδH

dz
+

αenHx
(1 + z)H(z) [ δα

δH
+ 1 + m]

Eq. (4) with that from the RECFAST code [19] and find
excellent agreement. We also find that at lower redshifts
z≲ 750, C becomes unity and the photoionization term
becomes negligible compared to the recombination term in
the ionization equation (4). As a consequence, the ioniza-
tion fraction x is essentially determined by the recombi-
nation and expansion rate of the Universe at later redshifts.
Heating of gas due to transfer of heat energy from the
CMBR is very efficient at higher redshifts due to higher
CMBR temperature and free electron (or gas) density.
This keeps Ts coupled to Tγ at redshifts z≳ 300. As the
Universe expands adiabatically, both the free electron
density and the CMBR temperature decrease, and the
CMBR heating of gas becomes less effective in maintain-
ing the gas temperature close to the CMBR temperature.
Consequently, Tg starts to decouple from the CMBR and
falls below Tγ at redshifts ≲300 and eventually scales as
ð1þ zÞ2 at redshifts z≲ 30. It means that the effects of the
CMBR heating of gas remains up to redshifts z ∼ 30. The
spin temperature Ts remains coupled to Tg up to redshifts
z≳ 100 through HI-HI, HI-electron, and HI-proton colli-
sions with the first one dominating over other two during
the redshift range of our interest (30≲ z≲ 300). As the HI
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inefficient. Meanwhile the radiative coupling of Ts with Tγ

takes over at later redshifts. Consequently, Ts starts to
decouple from Tg at redshift z≲ 100 and tends toward the
CMBR temperature.

III. FLUCTUATIONS IN DIFFERENTIAL
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE AND IMPACT

OF INHOMOGENEOUS CMBR HEATING

Radio interferometric experiments are sensitive to the
spatial fluctuations in the 21-cm differential brightness
temperature. The linear perturbation theory is adequate to
quantify the fluctuations in the 21-cm signal at large scales
during dark ages. It can be seen from Eq. (1) that the
fluctuations in the HI differential brightness temperature
are a combination of fluctuations in baryon density, spin,
and CMBR temperature. The spin temperature fluctuations
arise mainly due to the fluctuations in the gas kinetic
temperature and collisional coupling xc.
The fluctuation in baryon density is essentially the

same as that in hydrogen density, δHðr; zÞ ¼
nHðr;zÞ−n̄HðzÞ

n̄HðzÞ
.

Fluctuations in Tg, x, and Ts are defined as Tgðr; zÞ ¼
T̄gðzÞ½1þ δgðr; zÞ&, xðr;zÞ¼ x̄½1þδxðr;zÞ&, and Tsðr; zÞ ¼
T̄sðzÞ½1þ δsðr; zÞ& respectively. The hydrogen density fluc-
tuations, which trace the underlying dark matter (DM)
density with a bias factor, essentially lead to fluctuations in
all the above quantities. Thus, we relate fluctuations in
these quantities to the hydrogen density fluctuations as
δg ¼ gðr; zÞδH, δx ¼ m ðr; zÞδH, and δs ¼ sðr; zÞδH. Note
that all δ s, g, m , and s are, in general, functions of spatial

coordinates r and redshift z but we do not show that
explicitly hereafter. Using Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtain
equations for calculating redshift evolution parameters
of linear fluctuations in gas kinetic temperature (g) and
ionization fraction (m ) as
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δi is the first order perturbation term in the ith quantity

(i ¼ α, β, C), where δα ¼ ∂αe
∂Tg
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δg, δβ ¼ ∂βe
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δg and
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T̄ggþ ∂C
∂x x̄m þ ∂C

∂nH n̄HÞδH. Note that Eq. (5) is

the same as Eq. (25) in Ref. [14] and Eq. (6) in Ref. [20] but
represented differently. Equation (6) is equivalent to
Eq. (30) of Ref. [14] and Eq. (3) of Ref. [20] if we neglect
the photoionization term βe and take C ¼ 1, which are true
for low redshifts. We ignore fluctuations in the CMBR
temperature as it is found to be smaller compared to others
in the redshift range of our interest. We note that the
quantity δH traces the dark matter density distribution at
large scales and lower redshifts. In these situations, the
quantity 1

δH
∂δH
∂z reduces to −1

1þz. However, we do not make any

such assumption and explicitly calculate the quantity 1
δH

∂δH
∂z

for different k-modes.
We use Eq. (2) and find the redshift evolution parameter

of linear fluctuations in the spin temperature as
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We note that Eqs. (5) and (6) are coupled; i.e., the
fluctuations in the fractional ionization and the kinetic
temperature influence each other and eventually affect the
fluctuations in spin temperature. This is due to the fact that
the heating rate increases with the ionization fraction.
Consequently, places with higher ionisation fraction will
have higher kinetic temperature.
The spatial fluctuations in the HI differential brightness

temperature, defined as Tbðr; zÞ ¼ T̄bðzÞ þ δTbðr; zÞ, are
shown to be directly dependent on the fluctuations in
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Evolution of perturbations

Figure 12 is a plot showing solutions of g(z), s(z) & m(z) when along with variation in x,
its fluctuation m(z) is also taken into account. Here, we have considered fluctuations in Gas

temperature g(z), Spin temperature s(z), fractional ionization m(z) would tend to zero at
very high redshifts. This is because at higher and higher redshifts Universe was more and
more homogeneous and isotropic. At these redshifts fluctuation of any physical quantity as
mentioned above should tend to zero. A good example is the temperature fluctuation of the
CMBR at a redshift of about 1100.
In earlier works of Furlanetto et. al (2006), Schleicher et. al (2009) m(z) has been solved
from the 1st order perturbation equation of the ionization fraction 85 but in both the works
various approximations appropriate only for post-recombination epoch have been made. For
example in earlier works the photo-ionization e↵ect which has significant contribution at high
redshifts has been ignored. The C factor is taken as 1 though it is valid for a redshift of
z < 600. Additionally, it is not clear from previous works, why the initial condition for solving
the equation for fluctuation in ionization fraction has been assumed to be �1 at high redshift.
In this research we do not make any such approximations. With the initial condition of zero
fluctuation at high redshift we proceed to solve equation 85 and find a minimum at a redshift
of 700. The value of m(z) at minimum is about �0.8.
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Figure 12: This plot shows the evolution of g(z), s(z)equilibrium and m(z) with redshift z.

In Figure 12, at the minimum dm

dz
= 0. All the terms in equation 85 cancel at this redshift.

There are primarily three terms in this equation that have origin related to three di↵erent phe-
nomena. The 1st term in the RHS makes the fluctuation in fractional ionization i.e., �x remain
constant if contribution from Recombination and photo-ionization is neglected. This term is
most dominant at lower redshifts. The 2nd term is due to Recombination. It is mostly respon-
sible in reducing the value of m(z) to negative at high redshifts. This term has an oscillating
nature in a redshift interval 700 < z < 1400 which is due to �C/�H term. The oscillating
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where rν and H(z) are respectively the comoving distance
and the Hubble parameter, as functions of z or equivalently
ν, calculated using the background cosmological model with
no peculiar velocities. Also, ρHI/ρ̄H is the ratio of the neutral
hydrogen to the mean hydrogen density, and v is the line of
sight component of the peculiar velocity of the HI, both
quantities being evaluated at a comoving position x = rνn.
The optical depth (eq. 3) is typically much less than unity.

The quantity of interest for redshifted 21 cm observa-
tions, the excess brightness temperature redshifted to the
observer at present is

δTb(n, z) =
T (τ ) − Tγ

1 + z
≈ (Ts − Tγ)τ

1 + z
(4)

It is convenient to express the excess brightness tem-
perature as δTb(n, z) = T̄ (z) × ηHI(n, z) where

T̄ (z) = 4.0 mK(1 + z)2
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depends only on z and the background cosmological param-
eters, and
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is the “21cm radiation efficiency” (1− Tγ/Ts) ρHI/ρ̄H intro-
duced by Madau, Meiksin & Rees (1997), with the extra
velocity term arising here on account of the HI peculiar ve-
locities. We refer to ηHI as the “21 cm radiation efficiency
in redshift space”. This varies with position (x = rνn) and
redshift, and it incorporates the details of the HI evolution
and the effects of the growth of large scale structures. We
also introduce η̃HI(k, z), the Fourier transform of ηHI(x, z),
defined through

ηHI(n, z) =

'

d3k
(2π)3

e−ik·rνnη̃HI(k, z) . (7)

and the associated three dimensional power spectrum
PHI(k, z) defined through

⟨η̃HI(k, z) η̃∗
HI(k

′

, z)⟩ = (2π)3 δ3
D(k − k

′

) PHI(k, z) (8)

where δ3
D is the three dimensional Dirac delta function.

When discussing radio interferometric observations, it
is convenient to use the specific intensity Iν instead of the
brightness temperature. In the Raleigh-Jeans limit δIν =
[2 kB/λ2

e(1 + z)2] × δTb = Īν × ηHI where

Īν = 2.5 × 102 Jy
sr
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The quantities T̄ and Īν are determined by cosmological
parameters whose values are reasonably well established. In
the rest of the paper, when required, we shall use equations
(5) and (9) with (Ωm0, Ωλ0, Ωbh

2, h) = (0.3, 0.7, 0.02, 0.7) to
calculate T̄ and Īν . The crux of the issue of observing HI
is in the evolution ηHI which is largely unknown. We shall
discuss a possible scenario in the next section, before that we
discuss the role of ηHI in radio interferometric observations.

We consider radio interferometric observations using an
array of low frequency radio antennas distributed on a plane.
The antennas all point in the same direction m which we

take to be vertically up wards. The beam pattern A(θ) quan-
tifies how the individual antenna, pointing up wards, re-
sponds to signals from different directions in the sky. This

is assumed to be a Gaussian A(θ) = e−θ2/θ2
0 with θ0 ≪ 1

i.e. the beam width of the antennas is small, and the part of
the sky which contributes to the signal can be well approx-
imated by a plane. In this approximation the unit vector n

can be represented by n = m + θ⃗, where θ⃗ is a two dimen-
sional vector in the plane of the sky. Using this δIν can be
expressed as

δIν(n) = Īν

'

d3k
(2π)3

e−i rν (k∥+k⊥·θ⃗)η̃HI(k, z) (10)

where k∥ = k ·m and k⊥ are respectively the components of
k parallel and perpendicular to m. The component k⊥ lies
in the plane of the sky.

The quantity measured in interferometric observations
is the complex visibility V (U, ν) which is recorded for ev-
ery independent pair of antennas at every frequency chan-
nel in the band of observations. For any pair of antennas,
U = d/λ quantifies the separation d in units of the wave-
length λ, we refer to this dimensionless quantity U as a
baseline. A typical radio interferometric array simultane-
ously measures visibilities at a large number of baselines and
frequency channels. Ideally, each visibility records a single
mode of the Fourier transform of the specific intensity distri-
bution Iν(θ⃗) on the sky. In reality, it is the Fourier transform

of A(θ) Iν(θ⃗) which is recorded

V (U, ν) =

'

d2θA(θ⃗) Iν(θ⃗) e−i2πU·θ⃗ . (11)

The measured visibilities are Fourier inverted to de-
termine the specific intensity distribution Iν(θ⃗), which is
what we call an image. Usually the visibility at zero spacing
U = 0 is not used, and an uniform specific intensity distribu-
tion make no contribution to the visibilities. The visibilities
record only the angular fluctuations in Iν(θ). If the spe-
cific intensity distribution on the sky were decomposed into
Fourier modes, ideally the visibility at a baseline U would
record the complex amplitude of only a single mode whose
period is 1/U in angle on the sky and is oriented in the direc-
tion parallel to U. In reality, the response to Fourier modes
on the sky is smeared a little because of A(θ), the antenna
beam pattern, which appears in equation (11).

We now calculate the visibilities arising from angular
fluctuations in the specific intensity excess (or decrement)

δIν(θ⃗) produced by redshifted HI emission (or absorption)
against the CMBR. Using eq. (10) in eq. (11) gives us

V (U, ν) = Īν

'

d3k
(2π)3

a(U − rν

2π
k⊥)η̃HI(k, z)e−ik∥rν (12)

where a(U) the Fourier transform of the antenna beam
pattern A(θ)

A(θ) =

'

d2U e−i 2πU·θ⃗ a(U) . (13)

For a Gaussian beam A(θ) = e−θ2/θ2
0 , the Fourier transform

also is a Gaussian a(U) = πθ2
0 exp

(

−π2θ2
0U2

)

which we use
in the rest of this paper.

In equation (12), the contribution to V (U, ν) from dif-
ferent modes is peaked around the values of k for which
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where rν and H(z) are respectively the comoving distance
and the Hubble parameter, as functions of z or equivalently
ν, calculated using the background cosmological model with
no peculiar velocities. Also, ρHI/ρ̄H is the ratio of the neutral
hydrogen to the mean hydrogen density, and v is the line of
sight component of the peculiar velocity of the HI, both
quantities being evaluated at a comoving position x = rνn.
The optical depth (eq. 3) is typically much less than unity.

The quantity of interest for redshifted 21 cm observa-
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observer at present is
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is the “21cm radiation efficiency” (1− Tγ/Ts) ρHI/ρ̄H intro-
duced by Madau, Meiksin & Rees (1997), with the extra
velocity term arising here on account of the HI peculiar ve-
locities. We refer to ηHI as the “21 cm radiation efficiency
in redshift space”. This varies with position (x = rνn) and
redshift, and it incorporates the details of the HI evolution
and the effects of the growth of large scale structures. We
also introduce η̃HI(k, z), the Fourier transform of ηHI(x, z),
defined through
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PHI(k, z) defined through
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When discussing radio interferometric observations, it
is convenient to use the specific intensity Iν instead of the
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The quantities T̄ and Īν are determined by cosmological
parameters whose values are reasonably well established. In
the rest of the paper, when required, we shall use equations
(5) and (9) with (Ωm0, Ωλ0, Ωbh

2, h) = (0.3, 0.7, 0.02, 0.7) to
calculate T̄ and Īν . The crux of the issue of observing HI
is in the evolution ηHI which is largely unknown. We shall
discuss a possible scenario in the next section, before that we
discuss the role of ηHI in radio interferometric observations.

We consider radio interferometric observations using an
array of low frequency radio antennas distributed on a plane.
The antennas all point in the same direction m which we

take to be vertically up wards. The beam pattern A(θ) quan-
tifies how the individual antenna, pointing up wards, re-
sponds to signals from different directions in the sky. This

is assumed to be a Gaussian A(θ) = e−θ2/θ2
0 with θ0 ≪ 1

i.e. the beam width of the antennas is small, and the part of
the sky which contributes to the signal can be well approx-
imated by a plane. In this approximation the unit vector n
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where k∥ = k ·m and k⊥ are respectively the components of
k parallel and perpendicular to m. The component k⊥ lies
in the plane of the sky.

The quantity measured in interferometric observations
is the complex visibility V (U, ν) which is recorded for ev-
ery independent pair of antennas at every frequency chan-
nel in the band of observations. For any pair of antennas,
U = d/λ quantifies the separation d in units of the wave-
length λ, we refer to this dimensionless quantity U as a
baseline. A typical radio interferometric array simultane-
ously measures visibilities at a large number of baselines and
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termine the specific intensity distribution Iν(θ⃗), which is
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tion make no contribution to the visibilities. The visibilities
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cific intensity distribution on the sky were decomposed into
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record the complex amplitude of only a single mode whose
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on the sky is smeared a little because of A(θ), the antenna
beam pattern, which appears in equation (11).
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where rν and H(z) are respectively the comoving distance
and the Hubble parameter, as functions of z or equivalently
ν, calculated using the background cosmological model with
no peculiar velocities. Also, ρHI/ρ̄H is the ratio of the neutral
hydrogen to the mean hydrogen density, and v is the line of
sight component of the peculiar velocity of the HI, both
quantities being evaluated at a comoving position x = rνn.
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is the “21cm radiation efficiency” (1− Tγ/Ts) ρHI/ρ̄H intro-
duced by Madau, Meiksin & Rees (1997), with the extra
velocity term arising here on account of the HI peculiar ve-
locities. We refer to ηHI as the “21 cm radiation efficiency
in redshift space”. This varies with position (x = rνn) and
redshift, and it incorporates the details of the HI evolution
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The antennas all point in the same direction m which we
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tifies how the individual antenna, pointing up wards, re-
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is the complex visibility V (U, ν) which is recorded for ev-
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mode of the Fourier transform of the specific intensity distri-
bution Iν(θ⃗) on the sky. In reality, it is the Fourier transform

of A(θ) Iν(θ⃗) which is recorded

V (U, ν) =

'

d2θA(θ⃗) Iν(θ⃗) e−i2πU·θ⃗ . (11)

The measured visibilities are Fourier inverted to de-
termine the specific intensity distribution Iν(θ⃗), which is
what we call an image. Usually the visibility at zero spacing
U = 0 is not used, and an uniform specific intensity distribu-
tion make no contribution to the visibilities. The visibilities
record only the angular fluctuations in Iν(θ). If the spe-
cific intensity distribution on the sky were decomposed into
Fourier modes, ideally the visibility at a baseline U would
record the complex amplitude of only a single mode whose
period is 1/U in angle on the sky and is oriented in the direc-
tion parallel to U. In reality, the response to Fourier modes
on the sky is smeared a little because of A(θ), the antenna
beam pattern, which appears in equation (11).

We now calculate the visibilities arising from angular
fluctuations in the specific intensity excess (or decrement)

δIν(θ⃗) produced by redshifted HI emission (or absorption)
against the CMBR. Using eq. (10) in eq. (11) gives us

V (U, ν) = Īν
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where a(U) the Fourier transform of the antenna beam
pattern A(θ)

A(θ) =
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d2U e−i 2πU·θ⃗ a(U) . (13)

For a Gaussian beam A(θ) = e−θ2/θ2
0 , the Fourier transform

also is a Gaussian a(U) = πθ2
0 exp

(

−π2θ2
0U2

)

which we use
in the rest of this paper.

In equation (12), the contribution to V (U, ν) from dif-
ferent modes is peaked around the values of k for which

Where
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where rν and H(z) are respectively the comoving distance
and the Hubble parameter, as functions of z or equivalently
ν, calculated using the background cosmological model with
no peculiar velocities. Also, ρHI/ρ̄H is the ratio of the neutral
hydrogen to the mean hydrogen density, and v is the line of
sight component of the peculiar velocity of the HI, both
quantities being evaluated at a comoving position x = rνn.
The optical depth (eq. 3) is typically much less than unity.

The quantity of interest for redshifted 21 cm observa-
tions, the excess brightness temperature redshifted to the
observer at present is

δTb(n, z) =
T (τ ) − Tγ

1 + z
≈ (Ts − Tγ)τ
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(4)

It is convenient to express the excess brightness tem-
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is the “21cm radiation efficiency” (1− Tγ/Ts) ρHI/ρ̄H intro-
duced by Madau, Meiksin & Rees (1997), with the extra
velocity term arising here on account of the HI peculiar ve-
locities. We refer to ηHI as the “21 cm radiation efficiency
in redshift space”. This varies with position (x = rνn) and
redshift, and it incorporates the details of the HI evolution
and the effects of the growth of large scale structures. We
also introduce η̃HI(k, z), the Fourier transform of ηHI(x, z),
defined through

ηHI(n, z) =
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(2π)3

e−ik·rνnη̃HI(k, z) . (7)

and the associated three dimensional power spectrum
PHI(k, z) defined through

⟨η̃HI(k, z) η̃∗
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′

, z)⟩ = (2π)3 δ3
D(k − k

′

) PHI(k, z) (8)

where δ3
D is the three dimensional Dirac delta function.

When discussing radio interferometric observations, it
is convenient to use the specific intensity Iν instead of the
brightness temperature. In the Raleigh-Jeans limit δIν =
[2 kB/λ2

e(1 + z)2] × δTb = Īν × ηHI where

Īν = 2.5 × 102 Jy
sr
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The quantities T̄ and Īν are determined by cosmological
parameters whose values are reasonably well established. In
the rest of the paper, when required, we shall use equations
(5) and (9) with (Ωm0, Ωλ0, Ωbh

2, h) = (0.3, 0.7, 0.02, 0.7) to
calculate T̄ and Īν . The crux of the issue of observing HI
is in the evolution ηHI which is largely unknown. We shall
discuss a possible scenario in the next section, before that we
discuss the role of ηHI in radio interferometric observations.

We consider radio interferometric observations using an
array of low frequency radio antennas distributed on a plane.
The antennas all point in the same direction m which we

take to be vertically up wards. The beam pattern A(θ) quan-
tifies how the individual antenna, pointing up wards, re-
sponds to signals from different directions in the sky. This

is assumed to be a Gaussian A(θ) = e−θ2/θ2
0 with θ0 ≪ 1

i.e. the beam width of the antennas is small, and the part of
the sky which contributes to the signal can be well approx-
imated by a plane. In this approximation the unit vector n

can be represented by n = m + θ⃗, where θ⃗ is a two dimen-
sional vector in the plane of the sky. Using this δIν can be
expressed as

δIν(n) = Īν
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e−i rν (k∥+k⊥·θ⃗)η̃HI(k, z) (10)

where k∥ = k ·m and k⊥ are respectively the components of
k parallel and perpendicular to m. The component k⊥ lies
in the plane of the sky.

The quantity measured in interferometric observations
is the complex visibility V (U, ν) which is recorded for ev-
ery independent pair of antennas at every frequency chan-
nel in the band of observations. For any pair of antennas,
U = d/λ quantifies the separation d in units of the wave-
length λ, we refer to this dimensionless quantity U as a
baseline. A typical radio interferometric array simultane-
ously measures visibilities at a large number of baselines and
frequency channels. Ideally, each visibility records a single
mode of the Fourier transform of the specific intensity distri-
bution Iν(θ⃗) on the sky. In reality, it is the Fourier transform

of A(θ) Iν(θ⃗) which is recorded

V (U, ν) =
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d2θA(θ⃗) Iν(θ⃗) e−i2πU·θ⃗ . (11)

The measured visibilities are Fourier inverted to de-
termine the specific intensity distribution Iν(θ⃗), which is
what we call an image. Usually the visibility at zero spacing
U = 0 is not used, and an uniform specific intensity distribu-
tion make no contribution to the visibilities. The visibilities
record only the angular fluctuations in Iν(θ). If the spe-
cific intensity distribution on the sky were decomposed into
Fourier modes, ideally the visibility at a baseline U would
record the complex amplitude of only a single mode whose
period is 1/U in angle on the sky and is oriented in the direc-
tion parallel to U. In reality, the response to Fourier modes
on the sky is smeared a little because of A(θ), the antenna
beam pattern, which appears in equation (11).

We now calculate the visibilities arising from angular
fluctuations in the specific intensity excess (or decrement)

δIν(θ⃗) produced by redshifted HI emission (or absorption)
against the CMBR. Using eq. (10) in eq. (11) gives us

V (U, ν) = Īν
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a(U − rν
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k⊥)η̃HI(k, z)e−ik∥rν (12)

where a(U) the Fourier transform of the antenna beam
pattern A(θ)

A(θ) =
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d2U e−i 2πU·θ⃗ a(U) . (13)

For a Gaussian beam A(θ) = e−θ2/θ2
0 , the Fourier transform

also is a Gaussian a(U) = πθ2
0 exp

(

−π2θ2
0U2

)

which we use
in the rest of this paper.

In equation (12), the contribution to V (U, ν) from dif-
ferent modes is peaked around the values of k for which
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where rν and H(z) are respectively the comoving distance
and the Hubble parameter, as functions of z or equivalently
ν, calculated using the background cosmological model with
no peculiar velocities. Also, ρHI/ρ̄H is the ratio of the neutral
hydrogen to the mean hydrogen density, and v is the line of
sight component of the peculiar velocity of the HI, both
quantities being evaluated at a comoving position x = rνn.
The optical depth (eq. 3) is typically much less than unity.

The quantity of interest for redshifted 21 cm observa-
tions, the excess brightness temperature redshifted to the
observer at present is

δTb(n, z) =
T (τ ) − Tγ

1 + z
≈ (Ts − Tγ)τ

1 + z
(4)

It is convenient to express the excess brightness tem-
perature as δTb(n, z) = T̄ (z) × ηHI(n, z) where

T̄ (z) = 4.0 mK(1 + z)2
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is the “21cm radiation efficiency” (1− Tγ/Ts) ρHI/ρ̄H intro-
duced by Madau, Meiksin & Rees (1997), with the extra
velocity term arising here on account of the HI peculiar ve-
locities. We refer to ηHI as the “21 cm radiation efficiency
in redshift space”. This varies with position (x = rνn) and
redshift, and it incorporates the details of the HI evolution
and the effects of the growth of large scale structures. We
also introduce η̃HI(k, z), the Fourier transform of ηHI(x, z),
defined through

ηHI(n, z) =
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d3k
(2π)3

e−ik·rνnη̃HI(k, z) . (7)

and the associated three dimensional power spectrum
PHI(k, z) defined through

⟨η̃HI(k, z) η̃∗
HI(k

′

, z)⟩ = (2π)3 δ3
D(k − k

′

) PHI(k, z) (8)

where δ3
D is the three dimensional Dirac delta function.

When discussing radio interferometric observations, it
is convenient to use the specific intensity Iν instead of the
brightness temperature. In the Raleigh-Jeans limit δIν =
[2 kB/λ2

e(1 + z)2] × δTb = Īν × ηHI where

Īν = 2.5 × 102 Jy
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The quantities T̄ and Īν are determined by cosmological
parameters whose values are reasonably well established. In
the rest of the paper, when required, we shall use equations
(5) and (9) with (Ωm0, Ωλ0, Ωbh

2, h) = (0.3, 0.7, 0.02, 0.7) to
calculate T̄ and Īν . The crux of the issue of observing HI
is in the evolution ηHI which is largely unknown. We shall
discuss a possible scenario in the next section, before that we
discuss the role of ηHI in radio interferometric observations.

We consider radio interferometric observations using an
array of low frequency radio antennas distributed on a plane.
The antennas all point in the same direction m which we

take to be vertically up wards. The beam pattern A(θ) quan-
tifies how the individual antenna, pointing up wards, re-
sponds to signals from different directions in the sky. This

is assumed to be a Gaussian A(θ) = e−θ2/θ2
0 with θ0 ≪ 1

i.e. the beam width of the antennas is small, and the part of
the sky which contributes to the signal can be well approx-
imated by a plane. In this approximation the unit vector n

can be represented by n = m + θ⃗, where θ⃗ is a two dimen-
sional vector in the plane of the sky. Using this δIν can be
expressed as

δIν(n) = Īν
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d3k
(2π)3

e−i rν (k∥+k⊥·θ⃗)η̃HI(k, z) (10)

where k∥ = k ·m and k⊥ are respectively the components of
k parallel and perpendicular to m. The component k⊥ lies
in the plane of the sky.

The quantity measured in interferometric observations
is the complex visibility V (U, ν) which is recorded for ev-
ery independent pair of antennas at every frequency chan-
nel in the band of observations. For any pair of antennas,
U = d/λ quantifies the separation d in units of the wave-
length λ, we refer to this dimensionless quantity U as a
baseline. A typical radio interferometric array simultane-
ously measures visibilities at a large number of baselines and
frequency channels. Ideally, each visibility records a single
mode of the Fourier transform of the specific intensity distri-
bution Iν(θ⃗) on the sky. In reality, it is the Fourier transform

of A(θ) Iν(θ⃗) which is recorded

V (U, ν) =
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d2θA(θ⃗) Iν(θ⃗) e−i2πU·θ⃗ . (11)

The measured visibilities are Fourier inverted to de-
termine the specific intensity distribution Iν(θ⃗), which is
what we call an image. Usually the visibility at zero spacing
U = 0 is not used, and an uniform specific intensity distribu-
tion make no contribution to the visibilities. The visibilities
record only the angular fluctuations in Iν(θ). If the spe-
cific intensity distribution on the sky were decomposed into
Fourier modes, ideally the visibility at a baseline U would
record the complex amplitude of only a single mode whose
period is 1/U in angle on the sky and is oriented in the direc-
tion parallel to U. In reality, the response to Fourier modes
on the sky is smeared a little because of A(θ), the antenna
beam pattern, which appears in equation (11).

We now calculate the visibilities arising from angular
fluctuations in the specific intensity excess (or decrement)

δIν(θ⃗) produced by redshifted HI emission (or absorption)
against the CMBR. Using eq. (10) in eq. (11) gives us

V (U, ν) = Īν
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k⊥)η̃HI(k, z)e−ik∥rν (12)

where a(U) the Fourier transform of the antenna beam
pattern A(θ)

A(θ) =
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d2U e−i 2πU·θ⃗ a(U) . (13)

For a Gaussian beam A(θ) = e−θ2/θ2
0 , the Fourier transform

also is a Gaussian a(U) = πθ2
0 exp

(

−π2θ2
0U2

)

which we use
in the rest of this paper.

In equation (12), the contribution to V (U, ν) from dif-
ferent modes is peaked around the values of k for which
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where rν and H(z) are respectively the comoving distance
and the Hubble parameter, as functions of z or equivalently
ν, calculated using the background cosmological model with
no peculiar velocities. Also, ρHI/ρ̄H is the ratio of the neutral
hydrogen to the mean hydrogen density, and v is the line of
sight component of the peculiar velocity of the HI, both
quantities being evaluated at a comoving position x = rνn.
The optical depth (eq. 3) is typically much less than unity.

The quantity of interest for redshifted 21 cm observa-
tions, the excess brightness temperature redshifted to the
observer at present is

δTb(n, z) =
T (τ ) − Tγ

1 + z
≈ (Ts − Tγ)τ
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It is convenient to express the excess brightness tem-
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is the “21cm radiation efficiency” (1− Tγ/Ts) ρHI/ρ̄H intro-
duced by Madau, Meiksin & Rees (1997), with the extra
velocity term arising here on account of the HI peculiar ve-
locities. We refer to ηHI as the “21 cm radiation efficiency
in redshift space”. This varies with position (x = rνn) and
redshift, and it incorporates the details of the HI evolution
and the effects of the growth of large scale structures. We
also introduce η̃HI(k, z), the Fourier transform of ηHI(x, z),
defined through

ηHI(n, z) =
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PHI(k, z) defined through
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where δ3
D is the three dimensional Dirac delta function.

When discussing radio interferometric observations, it
is convenient to use the specific intensity Iν instead of the
brightness temperature. In the Raleigh-Jeans limit δIν =
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The quantities T̄ and Īν are determined by cosmological
parameters whose values are reasonably well established. In
the rest of the paper, when required, we shall use equations
(5) and (9) with (Ωm0, Ωλ0, Ωbh

2, h) = (0.3, 0.7, 0.02, 0.7) to
calculate T̄ and Īν . The crux of the issue of observing HI
is in the evolution ηHI which is largely unknown. We shall
discuss a possible scenario in the next section, before that we
discuss the role of ηHI in radio interferometric observations.

We consider radio interferometric observations using an
array of low frequency radio antennas distributed on a plane.
The antennas all point in the same direction m which we

take to be vertically up wards. The beam pattern A(θ) quan-
tifies how the individual antenna, pointing up wards, re-
sponds to signals from different directions in the sky. This

is assumed to be a Gaussian A(θ) = e−θ2/θ2
0 with θ0 ≪ 1

i.e. the beam width of the antennas is small, and the part of
the sky which contributes to the signal can be well approx-
imated by a plane. In this approximation the unit vector n

can be represented by n = m + θ⃗, where θ⃗ is a two dimen-
sional vector in the plane of the sky. Using this δIν can be
expressed as
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where k∥ = k ·m and k⊥ are respectively the components of
k parallel and perpendicular to m. The component k⊥ lies
in the plane of the sky.

The quantity measured in interferometric observations
is the complex visibility V (U, ν) which is recorded for ev-
ery independent pair of antennas at every frequency chan-
nel in the band of observations. For any pair of antennas,
U = d/λ quantifies the separation d in units of the wave-
length λ, we refer to this dimensionless quantity U as a
baseline. A typical radio interferometric array simultane-
ously measures visibilities at a large number of baselines and
frequency channels. Ideally, each visibility records a single
mode of the Fourier transform of the specific intensity distri-
bution Iν(θ⃗) on the sky. In reality, it is the Fourier transform

of A(θ) Iν(θ⃗) which is recorded

V (U, ν) =
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d2θA(θ⃗) Iν(θ⃗) e−i2πU·θ⃗ . (11)

The measured visibilities are Fourier inverted to de-
termine the specific intensity distribution Iν(θ⃗), which is
what we call an image. Usually the visibility at zero spacing
U = 0 is not used, and an uniform specific intensity distribu-
tion make no contribution to the visibilities. The visibilities
record only the angular fluctuations in Iν(θ). If the spe-
cific intensity distribution on the sky were decomposed into
Fourier modes, ideally the visibility at a baseline U would
record the complex amplitude of only a single mode whose
period is 1/U in angle on the sky and is oriented in the direc-
tion parallel to U. In reality, the response to Fourier modes
on the sky is smeared a little because of A(θ), the antenna
beam pattern, which appears in equation (11).

We now calculate the visibilities arising from angular
fluctuations in the specific intensity excess (or decrement)

δIν(θ⃗) produced by redshifted HI emission (or absorption)
against the CMBR. Using eq. (10) in eq. (11) gives us
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For a Gaussian beam A(θ) = e−θ2/θ2
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also is a Gaussian a(U) = πθ2
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which we use
in the rest of this paper.

In equation (12), the contribution to V (U, ν) from dif-
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hydrogen density δH, dark matter density δDM, and spin
temperature as [1]

δTbðr;zÞ¼ T̄ðzÞ
!"
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where μ ¼ cos θ and θ is the angle between the line of sight
and k-mode. The second term inside the third brackets
arises due the peculiar velocity of HI gas. In the above
equation, we neglect the fluctuations in xHI as including it
shall result in the addition of a term proportional to
x̄m ðzÞð1 − Tγ

T̄s
Þ, which is Oð10−5Þ in the redshift range of

interest. The HI 21-cm power spectrum PTb
ðk; zÞ can be

directly linked to the dark matter power spectrum Pðk; zÞ as
follows,

PTb
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where δH ¼ bðk; zÞδDM. bðk; zÞ significantly differs from
unity at redshift range and scales of our interest [3,13] and
impacts our results. This quantity has been calculated using
CLASS software [21–23]. Apart from the mean quantities
and the underlying DM power spectrum, the HI 21-cm
power spectrum depends on fluctuations in the spin temper-
ature through s, which is related to fluctuations in the kinetic
temperature and coupling coefficient [see Eq. (7)]. This tells
us that fluctuations in the kinetic temperature g, which is
caused by inhomogeneous CMBRheating of gas, ultimately
affect theHI 21-cmpower spectrum.Wediscuss this in detail
in the subsequent section.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the redshift evolution of fluctuations in
the kinetic temperature (g), spin temperature (s) at k ¼
0.1 Mpc−1 and fluctuations in ionization fraction (m ) at
k ¼ 0.1 Mpc−1 and k ¼ 1.0 Mpc−1 respectively. These
quantities are set to zero at very high redshift as they
are highly coupled to the CMBR and thus expected to have
negligible initial fluctuations. In order to solve Eqs. (5)
and&amp;amp; (6), we first obtain δH as a function of
redshift z at different k-modes from the CLASS software
[21,22] and then compute 1

δHðk;zÞ
∂δHðk;zÞ

∂z , which is essentially

the same as 1
δHðr;zÞ

∂δHðr;zÞ
∂z . Initially, at higher redshifts, the

photoionization plays a major role in determining the
ionization fraction x as the CMBR temperature is higher
and coupled to the gas temperature. However, the recombi-
nation process starts dominating at z≲ 1200 over the
photoionization, and, therefore, m → −1. This means

places with higher gas density have lower ionization
fraction because the recombination rate, which is propor-
tional to the gas density, is higher there. As the redshift
further decreases, expansion of the Universe plays a
significant role in determining m , and as a consequence,
m → 0 at later redshifts. Figure 2 also compares the
evolution of m obtained directly from CLASS [21] soft-
ware (by taking the ratio of fluctuations in ionization
fraction δx and baryon density δH) with the same calculated
using Eq. (6) for two k-modes 0.1 and 1.0 Mpc−1, and they
agree with each other quite well. Reionization due to stellar
sources starts at redshift z ∼ 15 in the model considered in
CLASS, which leads to the deviation in m observed at
redshift z≲ 15.
Next, we find that g, the redshift evolution parameter of

linear fluctuations in the gas kinetic temperature, is con-
siderably impacted by the inclusion of fluctuations in the
ionization fraction, particularly at redshifts z ≲ 300. In
general, g is effectively zero at redshifts z≳ 300 when Tg is
highly coupled to Tγ . It starts to increase from redshift z ∼
300 and tends to a value 2=3 as redshift decreases—a
condition for a gas expanding purely adiabatically.
However, as we discussed above, the ionization fraction
is inhomogeneously distributed. As a result, the CMBR
heating of gas, which depends on ionization fraction x [see
Eq. (4)], becomes inhomogeneous, too. Places with higher
gas density, which have a lower ionization fraction, are less
efficient in transferring heat from the CMBR to gas.
Consequently, higher density places, which normally have
higher gas kinetic temperatures (g > 0), will be negatively
impacted by the inclusion of the inhomogeneous CMBR
heating caused by the inhomogeneous ionization fraction.
This fact is manifested in Eq. (5), which contains

FIG. 2. This plot shows the redshift evolution of m ðzÞ, gðzÞ, and
sðzÞ in situations when the effect of the inhomogeneous CMBR
heating of gas is considered [m ðzÞ ≠ 0% and not considered
[m ðzÞ ¼ 0%. m ðzÞ has been shown for two k-modes. The quantity
δx=δHCLASS

, which is essentially the same as m ðzÞ, has been
calculated using CLASS software.
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T⇤ = hp⌫e/KB = 0.068 K where hp is the Planck’s constant, ⌫e= 1420 MHz is the frequency
corresponding to 21 cm radiation and KB is the Boltzmann constant. The expression for ⌧21 is
given as
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where A10 is the Einstein coe�cient for spontaneous emission, nHI is the number density of neu-
tral Hydrogen, a(z) is the scale factor, r is the comoving distance. The differential brightness
temperature �Tb is an observable quantity. The observational front faces two big challenges -
one technological and other theoretical modelling of the quantity. The theoretically challenging
part is to find an expression for �Tb in terms of redshift z. It is also given by the expression
(Furlanetto et al., 2006)
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where xHI is the neutral fraction of hydrogen relative to the total hydrogen nuclei number
density, �b is the fractional over-density in baryons, T� is the brightness temperature of the
background source i.e., CMBR & v, the velocity along the line of sight. If fluctuations in neu-
tral Hydrogen number density nHI , Gas temperature (Tg), Spin temperature (Ts), fractional
ionization (x) is taken into account then the expression for fluctuations in the CMBR di↵er-
ential brightness temperature can be written as (Bharadwaj and Ali (2004))
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where
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and �H is the fluctuation in the number density of neutral Hydrogen (nHI) and s is a quantity
associated with fluctuation in Spin temperature. It will be defined more formally in section
7. Loeb & Zaldarria (2003) proposed that brightness temperature fluctuation are produced
due to HI inhomogeneity that are the combined e↵ect of (1) fluctuations in spin temperature,
and (2) fluctuations in the HI optical depth, both of which are due to density perturbations.
Bharadwaj and Ali (2004) reported that peculiar velocities has a major role to play in deter-
mining the optical depth.

It is seen from equation 2 that �Tb is non-zero only when the Spin temperature Ts deviates
from background CMBR temperature. This is not the case for fluctuation in CMBR bright-
ness temperature as seen from equation 6. It can be non-zero even if T� = Ts provided s is
non-zero. It is important to know on what factors does the Spin temperature depend. This re-
search addresses the problem of finding a precise quantification of the differential brightness
temperature and its fluctuation, taking into account every possible and significant contribu-
tion. Although, we have not examined the contribution of peculiar velocity in this research.
Neglecting the peculiar velocity term in above expression, we can find an expression relating
the Power spectrum of fluctuation in differential brightness temperature PTb

(K) to Power
spectrum of the fluctuation in the dark matter density P (K) as follows
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hydrogen density δH, dark matter density δDM, and spin
temperature as [1]
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where μ ¼ cos θ and θ is the angle between the line of sight
and k-mode. The second term inside the third brackets
arises due the peculiar velocity of HI gas. In the above
equation, we neglect the fluctuations in xHI as including it
shall result in the addition of a term proportional to
x̄m ðzÞð1 − Tγ

T̄s
Þ, which is Oð10−5Þ in the redshift range of

interest. The HI 21-cm power spectrum PTb
ðk; zÞ can be

directly linked to the dark matter power spectrum Pðk; zÞ as
follows,

PTb
ðk; zÞ ¼ T̄2ðzÞ
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where δH ¼ bðk; zÞδDM. bðk; zÞ significantly differs from
unity at redshift range and scales of our interest [3,13] and
impacts our results. This quantity has been calculated using
CLASS software [21–23]. Apart from the mean quantities
and the underlying DM power spectrum, the HI 21-cm
power spectrum depends on fluctuations in the spin temper-
ature through s, which is related to fluctuations in the kinetic
temperature and coupling coefficient [see Eq. (7)]. This tells
us that fluctuations in the kinetic temperature g, which is
caused by inhomogeneous CMBRheating of gas, ultimately
affect theHI 21-cmpower spectrum.Wediscuss this in detail
in the subsequent section.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the redshift evolution of fluctuations in
the kinetic temperature (g), spin temperature (s) at k ¼
0.1 Mpc−1 and fluctuations in ionization fraction (m ) at
k ¼ 0.1 Mpc−1 and k ¼ 1.0 Mpc−1 respectively. These
quantities are set to zero at very high redshift as they
are highly coupled to the CMBR and thus expected to have
negligible initial fluctuations. In order to solve Eqs. (5)
and&amp;amp; (6), we first obtain δH as a function of
redshift z at different k-modes from the CLASS software
[21,22] and then compute 1

δHðk;zÞ
∂δHðk;zÞ

∂z , which is essentially

the same as 1
δHðr;zÞ

∂δHðr;zÞ
∂z . Initially, at higher redshifts, the

photoionization plays a major role in determining the
ionization fraction x as the CMBR temperature is higher
and coupled to the gas temperature. However, the recombi-
nation process starts dominating at z≲ 1200 over the
photoionization, and, therefore, m → −1. This means

places with higher gas density have lower ionization
fraction because the recombination rate, which is propor-
tional to the gas density, is higher there. As the redshift
further decreases, expansion of the Universe plays a
significant role in determining m , and as a consequence,
m → 0 at later redshifts. Figure 2 also compares the
evolution of m obtained directly from CLASS [21] soft-
ware (by taking the ratio of fluctuations in ionization
fraction δx and baryon density δH) with the same calculated
using Eq. (6) for two k-modes 0.1 and 1.0 Mpc−1, and they
agree with each other quite well. Reionization due to stellar
sources starts at redshift z ∼ 15 in the model considered in
CLASS, which leads to the deviation in m observed at
redshift z≲ 15.
Next, we find that g, the redshift evolution parameter of

linear fluctuations in the gas kinetic temperature, is con-
siderably impacted by the inclusion of fluctuations in the
ionization fraction, particularly at redshifts z ≲ 300. In
general, g is effectively zero at redshifts z≳ 300 when Tg is
highly coupled to Tγ . It starts to increase from redshift z ∼
300 and tends to a value 2=3 as redshift decreases—a
condition for a gas expanding purely adiabatically.
However, as we discussed above, the ionization fraction
is inhomogeneously distributed. As a result, the CMBR
heating of gas, which depends on ionization fraction x [see
Eq. (4)], becomes inhomogeneous, too. Places with higher
gas density, which have a lower ionization fraction, are less
efficient in transferring heat from the CMBR to gas.
Consequently, higher density places, which normally have
higher gas kinetic temperatures (g > 0), will be negatively
impacted by the inclusion of the inhomogeneous CMBR
heating caused by the inhomogeneous ionization fraction.
This fact is manifested in Eq. (5), which contains

FIG. 2. This plot shows the redshift evolution of m ðzÞ, gðzÞ, and
sðzÞ in situations when the effect of the inhomogeneous CMBR
heating of gas is considered [m ðzÞ ≠ 0% and not considered
[m ðzÞ ¼ 0%. m ðzÞ has been shown for two k-modes. The quantity
δx=δHCLASS

, which is essentially the same as m ðzÞ, has been
calculated using CLASS software.
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condition for a gas expanding purely adiabatically.
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where

P(k,z) is the dark matter power spectrum at redshift z
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−m ðTγ=Tg − 1Þ inside the second term on the rhs. For this
reason, g gets lowered when the effects of inhomogeneous
CMBR heating of gas are considered. Obviously, the effect
is negligible at higher redshifts as Tg and Tγ are coupled. It
becomes important when Tg starts to decouple from the
CMBR and g grows separately at redshift z ∼ 300. It
continues to be important up to redshifts at which the
CMBR heating of gas still plays a significant role in
determining Tg. In other words, the inhomogeneous
CMBR heating of gas is an important contributor to the
gas kinetic temperature fluctuations during the transition
period of Tg from being fully coupled to the CMBR to fully
decoupled from it. The other effect that could, in principle,
affect the evolution of g, m , and all subsequent results is the
spatial fluctuations in the CMBR density. We consider this
effect and find it to have a negligible impact on both
quantities in the redshift range of our interest.
The redshift evolution parameter of linear fluctuations in

the spin temperature s closely follows g at redshifts z≳ 200
and, therefore, gets suppressed when the effect of the
inhomogeneous CMBR heating of gas is included. This is a
consequence of the fact that the spin temperature Ts
including its fluctuations remains coupled with Tg through
collisional coupling at high redshifts. This can also be
understood from Eq. (7). Thereafter, s starts to unfollow g as
collisions, which depend on Tg and HI density, become less
efficient. Later, s becomes negative and eventually tends to
zero at lower redshifts. We note that s gets suppressed in the
redshifts range30≲ z≲ 200. Although thegeneric nature of
the redshift evolution of m , g, and s remains the same for
different k-modes, we find them to mildly increase with
k-modes in the redshift range of our interest.
We finally investigate the effect of the inhomogeneous

CMBR heating of gas on the power spectrum of HI 21-cm
brightness temperature fluctuations. From Eq. (9), we see
that s is directly linked to the power spectrum in a way in
which a suppression of the spin temperature fluctuations
leads to an increment in the power spectrum. Figure 3 plots
the dimensionless HI 21-cm power spectrum Δ2

Tbðk; zÞ ¼
k3 × PTbðk; zÞ=2π2 for two k-modes for the case when the
inhomogeneous CMB heating is considered in the evalu-
ation of s and compares with the case when the effect is not
considered, i.e., m ¼ 0. We assume μ2 to be ∼0.5. We
obtain a considerable enhancement in the HI brightness
temperature power spectrum PTb

ðk; zÞ for the first case.
At the redshift z ∼ 50, the enhancement in the HI power
spectrum is∼2%. This is in good agreement with the results
reported in Refs. [13,20].1 Further, we find that the HI
power spectrum PTb

ðk; zÞ is enhanced by ∼4%, ∼10%,

∼20%, and ∼30% at redshifts 60, 90, 140, and 200
respectively at k ¼ 0.1 Mpc−1 when the inhomogeneous
CMB heating of gas is considered (see Fig. 4). We also
notice that this enhancement has a weak dependence on
k-modes. Although the percentage change is even greater at
higher redshifts, the absolute change in the power spec-
trum, i.e., the quantity (PTb

− PTb;m ¼0), becomes insignifi-
cant as Ts becomes coupled to Tγ . The enhancement in the
power spectrum can be explained using Eq. (9), which
shows the power spectrum’s dependence on s. As we
discussed above, s gets suppressed when the effect of the
inhomogeneous CMBR heating of gas is included.
Although the above paragraph discussed results for

μ2 ¼ 0.5, the effect on the power spectrum PTbðk; zÞ would
be different for different values of μ2 [see Eq. (9)], which
varies from 0 to 1. For higher values of μ2, the contribution
from the peculiar velocity effect, which is insensitive to the
inhomogeneous heating, becomes higher. This reduces the
overall effect of the inhomogeneous heating on the HI
power spectrum PTbðk; zÞ. For μ2 ¼ 1, we find that
PTbðk; zÞ is enhanced just by ∼1.7%, ∼2.7%, ∼6.4%,
11.5%, and ∼16% at redshifts around 50, 60, 90, 140,
and 200 respectively at k ¼ 0.1 Mpc−1. On the other hand,
the changes are considerably higher at∼3%,∼5%,∼17.5%,
49%, and∼93% at redshifts around 50, 60, 90, 140, and 200
respectively at k ¼ 0.1 Mpc−1 forμ2 ¼ 0. However,we note
that the observed signal atmodes corresponding toμ2 ≲ C2

C2þ1

will be highly dominated by contributions from strong
foreground sources. Here, C is a function of both the
antenna primary field of view and redshift z [24]. Thus,
these modes may be avoided while extracting the HI 21-cm
power spectrum from observed data. On the other hand,
some small k⊥-modes are not available in radio interfero-
metric observations due to a lower baseline cutoff. This
poses restrictions on using modes corresponding to μ2 ∼ 1.

FIG. 3. This plot shows redshift evolution of dimensionless HI
21-cm power spectrum Δ2

Tbðk; zÞ ¼ k3 × PTbðk; zÞ=2π2 for two
k-modes for m ¼ 0 (no inhomogeneous CMBR heating)
and m ≠ 0.

1We note that Refs. [13,20] looked at the effects on the angular
power spectrum Cl whereas we focus on PTbðk; zÞ. These two
different statistical quantities can be compared only for an
“average” value of μ2, which is assumed to be 0.5.
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